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ON THE INSET OF A CONVERGENCE DOMAIN

SHEN-YUE KUAN

Abstract. Let A be a conservative matrix. The main purpose of this article

is to give a negative answer to the open question E raised by Macphail and

Wilansky [1], namely, "If Aj- = IA, must A¿ = ID for every matrix D with

cD = eAr.

The main purpose of this short article is to give a negative answer to the

open question E which was raised by M. S. Macphail and A. Wilansky in [1].

As usual, we use c, c0,1, respectively, for the set of all convergent sequen-

ces, null sequences, absolutely summable sequences. Let A be an infinite

matrix. The convergence domain cA = {x: Ax G c) is an FA space. We

assume A conservative, that is, c c cA. With ak denoting the kth column limit

of A, we define the inset

h " I* ^ cA: ̂ akxk converges J

and

Each f G c'A has a representation

f(x) = phmx + t(Ax) + sx       (t G l, s G c$). (1)

Let A be the matrix defined by

L4x)2n=0,    (Ax)2n_= - -x„ + -xn + 1.

Plainly lim,, x = 0 (x G cA) so p is not unique, IA = cA, AA = IA. Define

g(x) = lim„ 2~"xn on cA. Lety = (y„) = Ax. It is easy to see that

2 2-<*+1W, = -2~xxx + 2-<"+'>xn+1. (2)
k=\

Put t = (t„) where t2k = 0, t2k_x = 2~{k+X)k, k = 1, 2, 3,. . . . Then t G I.

From (2) the function g can be expressed as

g(x) = t(Ax) + 2"'x,.
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Hence g E c'A and so its kernel gL is closed and g-1 d c0. On the other hand

the sequence u = (2") belongs to cA and g(u) = 1, so u E cA \ cQ. There exists

/ E c'A with/(w) ¥= 0 and/ = 0 on c0. By [2, Satz 5.3] there exists a matrix D

with cD = cA and/ = lim0 since p is not unique for A. Now dk = limö ek =

f(ek), where ek denotes the sequence (0, . . ., 0, 1, 0, ... ) with the 'one' in

the kth position. Hence ID = cD = cA. But

AD(u) = Urn« - 2 dkuk = limu = f(u) =£ 0.

Thus A¿ ¥^ ID.
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